ARMY CADET FORCE SHOOTING COMMITTEE
Derby Lodge, Bisley Camp, Brookwood, Woking, Surrey GU24 0NY
Tel: 01483 473095, email: shootingmanager@ccrs.org.uk, Fax: 01483 797598
Chairman: Lt Col M Geernaert-Davies

CCRS Competitions Offr: Dafydd Marston

ACF Cadet 100 Smallbore Competition 2020-2021
1.
The ACF Cadet 100 Competition comprises of two rounds. For each round firers will have
unlimited sighters, following which they must fire ten scoring shots at each of two cards with the
following conditions:
a.
Round 1. To be fired on or before 7 Dec 20 and scores received by 11 Dec 20. Cards
to be provided by units.
b.
Round 2. Open to the top 200 from Round 1, names will be advised by CCRS before
17 Dec 20; if equal scores match the competitor in 200th place then entry to Round 2 will
include all equal scores. To be fired on or before 8 Mar 21 and scores received by 12 Mar
20. Cards to be provided by units.
c.
Team Match. Concurrent with Round 1 and open to any number of teams of four
firers from the same detachment. Team stickers will be included with individual returns and
may be selected from any of the entrants before firing.
Firers must be on the strength of an ACF unit, and should be young enough to be able to fire both
rounds of the competition as a cadet. If a competitor changes unit then they will still be eligible to
compete for the unit from which they were entered.
2.
Rules. The competition will be conducted under the rules of the NSRA, which may be
found at http://www.nsra.co.uk/index.php/home/downloads/category/82-rules. The relevant parts
of the rules have been extracted and are attached to this letter. Any rifle complying with rule 8.3.2
and equipped with iron sights (rule 8.4.2) may be used. Only issue ammunition is allowed.
3.
Targets and ranges. The following targets must be used for the range distance stated; please
note the ‘– 18’ suffix which distinguishes them from the previous BM series targets:
a.

15 yards. 1510BM/89 – 18

b.

20 yards. 2010BM/89 – 18

c.

25 yards. 2510BM/89 - 18

d.

25m. 25M10BM/89 - 18

4.
Target verification. For each round the following procedures must be used for target
verification:
a.
Two stickers per competitor will be supplied by CCRS. One sticker should be placed
on the back of each match card, covering an aiming mark.

b.
Team stickers will be provided in batches of four, marked A, B, C etc. One sticker
should be placed on the back of each match target where the firer is part of a team, covering
an aiming mark.
5.
Target Scoring. Scoring will be in accordance with NSRA rules. The following means of
scoring should be followed, in order of preference:
a.
An NSRA Class A or B scorer (or the overseas or ISSF equivalent), if independent
from the unit, may score the cards on behalf of CCRS and scores advised by email without
returning cards. Cards must be retained by the scorer for a random quality check by CCRS.
b.
If a scorer is not available, cards must not be gauged, and should be sent to the
nominated scorer.
6.
Witnesses. Units are to arrange for the attendance of an independent witness for all shooting
in both rounds. The witness must be either a CFAV from a different Coy/Area/Sqn/Bty or an
NSRA qualified witness. Witness certificates will be sent with stickers.
7.
Entries should be made on the CCRS website. There is a £1 entry fee per cadet to cover
administrative costs which may be paid by cheque or bank transfer. On receipt of entries CCRS will
send stickers and details of local NSRA Scorers.

